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Sheep whole body composition predicted by in vivo real time ultrasound measurements

Accurate measurement of changes in body composition and in the energy content of live animals is crucial to understand the responses to the intake of nutrients. Despite the accuracy of the serial slaughter technique in determining body composition, it is very expensive and comparisons within an animal became impossible thus the need for an accurate method to predict body composition in the live animal is obvious for the biological efficiency studies. This work aimed to establish equations to estimate in vivo whole empty body chemical composition of sheep using real time ultrasound (RTU) measurements. The experimental group consisted of 49 non pregnant and non lactating ewes of two breeds with a body weight of $48 \pm 12$ kg. Just before slaughter, the animals were scanned with an Aloka SSD 500V equipped with a linear probe of 7.5 MHz. Ultrasound images were captured at thoracic, lumbar and thoracic cage regions. The RTU images were analysed with ImageJ software and fat, muscle and tissue depth measurements were calculated. Chemical body composition was determined on fat, water, protein and ash components. It was also determined body energy value. Multiple regression analyses were performed to determine which combinations of in vivo RTU measurements and body weight best predicted empty body chemical composition and energy value. Results from the best fit models showed that body weight and RTU measurements explained 66 to 85% and up to 8.9% ($P<0.01$) of the variation of the proportion and the amount, respectively, of water, fat, protein and energy value of the whole body. The results of this study suggest that body weight and some ultrasound measurements combined with image analysis, particularly subcutaneous fat depth over lumbar and thoracic vertebra, allow accurate prediction of empty body chemical composition in sheep.
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